Five Fields

About 1 mile
Time 45 minutes
Start The car park

A short walk, around five fields, passing the Church and Old Schoolroom.

PARKING
Park in the car park on Woodall Lane, next to the Leisure Centre.

The Countryside Code

- Please respect the countryside.
- Take all your litter home.
- Please close gates if you have opened them.
- Do not carelessly pick flowers or destroy habitat.
- Keep your dog under control. There is a dog waste bin at the entrance to the ponds car park.
- Please keep to footpaths and rights of way.
- Avoid damage to walls, hedges, gates and crops.

For further historical information see The History of Harthill by H. Garbett

The Parish Council would like to thank Sybel Webb for all her hard work in compiling these walks.

If you wish to make any comments or report any problems with this walk, contact Harthill with Woodall Parish Council on 01709 528823 or clerk_harthillwithwoodallpc@outlook.com
Five Fields

1. From the car park, turn towards the play area and walk up Spens Field to the top. At the wall turn left. When you reach the hedge you will see a kissing gate on your right.

   Some traditional stiles in Harthill have been replaced by kissing gates.

2. Follow the path through the gate and walk diagonally across this field. You will see another kissing gate.

3. Continue, crossing through the next small field and kissing gate, to another gate.

4. Go through this gate and walk diagonally across the field to the far corner.

5. You will reach a gate and bridge over a stream, Broad Bridge Dike. Do not cross the dyke.

6. Turn sharp right here and walk up the field with the fence on your left.

7. Go through the kissing gate at the top of the field and follow the path to the Beehive and to Union Street.

8. Turn left and then first right to Thorpe Road. When you reach Glebe Farm Close, turn right.

9. Follow the footpath and go through the gate at the end. The Old Schoolroom is on your right. Notice the plaque to John Varley.

10. Continue down the lane with the Church on your right. Turn left at the end of the lane and walk along Union Street.

   You will pass the War Memorial on your left.

   Next you will see the village sign with the De Warren Coat of Arms. It gives a brief history of the village.

   Then you will see the carved village map.

11. Continue along the road until you reach the shopping precinct.

12. Cross the road and turn down Jackys Lane. Go through the kissing gate, turn left and walk down the field back to the car park.